KARMA                  205
It is advisable to grasp a few simple principles and
apply them to solve details, instead of taking up separate
details without any idea of underlying principles. First t
the spirit in man, the Jivatma, the Self, is a fragment
of the Divine, a " portion of Myself, a living being '\
Secondly: this Spirit on the Atmic plane is free and
omniscient, but he wills to live also on other planes, to
see, hear, taste, etc., on denser planes of being; the exercise
of powers gives pleasure and he wills to experience
this. Thirdly : when he thus plunges into denser matter,.
his powers cannot assert themselves, and he is as a seed,
a germ of Divine Life, enveloped in avidya or ignorance ^
he becomes bound from outside. Fourthly: slowly he
learns to shape the matter, so that he can express himself
through it, and his efforts at first are mere blind pushings
and gropings in different directions, some bringing him
pleasure and others pain. Fifthly: he desires pleasure ;
he thinks how to obtain it; he acts according to his
thought. Thus he makes fetters for his future; for he
must go to the place where his desires can be gratified;:
he must work in the mental body which his thoughts have
formed ; he must be surrounded by the circumstances his
acts have created ; thus he becomes bound from within
by the three threads of the cord of fate, explained before..
Sixthly: but, amid all these outward and inward bindings,,.
he himself remains the free Divinity; he can exer-
cise his free-will, even though the carrying out of that will'
is hampered by the outer bonds which he has voluntarily
assumed for the sake of experiencing the phenomena of
the denser planes, and by the inner bonds which he has-
forged in his struggles with the denser matter.
All our circumstances are the result of our karma,
which creates necessities for us, but in spite of being limited

